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Facilitating Access to Skilled Trades in BC (FAST BC) 
 Overview of project
 Indicate challenges
 Challenge-driven innovation solution

• Competency framework approach and tools
 Web portal, ShiftIQ
 Discussion, questions



What is the FAST BC Project?
 The FAST BC project is a pilot project that will focus on 

providing pre-arrival, online credential evaluation, 
competency based assessment, bridging (gap) training, 
workplace culture and essential skills training, e-
mentoring and job matching support for three program 
areas:
• Automotive Service Technician
• Carpenter 
• Power Engineer Fourth Class 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- What is the FAST BC Project? To effectively compete in the global economy, BC needs to nurture a highly skilled, experienced workforce.  According to the BC Labour Market Outlook 2014-2024, it’s estimated that the province will need more than 300K new workers through in-migration (international or national) over the next decade to fill projected job shortages.  The Conference Board of Canada recently reported that:more than one-third of BC Employers are experiencing difficulties in finding qualified tradespeople to meet both current and future demands.  these skills shortages are estimated to cost the BC economy up to $4.7 billion in foregone GDP and $616 million in provincial taxes revenues annually. Even with the downturn in the resource sector there are several large-scale projects expected to come on stream in BC such as: Site C dam, George Massey Tunnel replacement, and several federal government infrastructure improvement initiatives, all of which will require highly skilled tradespeople. One of the recognized ways to fill projected labour shortages, particularly those created by workers retiring from specific trades, is by:recruiting and retaining skilled immigrant workers with post-secondary education and industry experience, who have chosen to make Canada their permanent home.  Experienced immigrant workers with highly specialized skills moving to BC could help fill labour shortages arising from an aging population and tight labour market. In response to these shortages, the British Columbia Institute of Technology (BCIT) and the Immigrant Employment Council of BC (IEC-BC) have partnered to help internationally trained tradespeople gain employment.  BCIT is one of the largest providers of trades training programs in Western Canada.  The Immigrant Employment Council of BC is a not-for-profit organization that works with employers to help them attract, hire, and retain qualified immigrant talent to address the shortage of skilled workers in this province.  Together BCIT and IEC-BC are developing and launching the FAST BC (Facilitating Access to Skilled Trades in BC) pilot project.  To qualify for the program, applicants must have been approved to immigrate to Canada and demonstrate three to five years’ work experience in their designated trade.  The ultimate goal of the program is to address some of the chronic skills shortages employers are facing in BC so that the province can remain economically competitive in the global economy. The FAST BC project is a pilot project that will focus on providing pre-arrival credential evaluation, competency based assessment, online bridging (gap) training, workplace culture and essential skills training, e-mentoring and job matching support for three key program areas:Automotive Service Technician, Carpenters, and Power Engineers   The FAST BC program:enables eligible clients to acquire an in-depth understanding and local knowledge of the expectations of the Canadian workplace, health and safety guidelinesenables eligible clients to evaluate their competencies with those required to work in BC, and access online programs to upgrade their skills if necessary, before they arrive;supports BC employers looking for skilled talent by providing a platform for overseas tradespeople to profile their skills and experience.   The FAST BC project is led by IEC-BC with funding from Immigration, Refugees, and Citizenship Canada. - FAST BC project goals:Knowledge and skills (competency) assessment of skilled trades immigrants to Canada with individualized training to address gaps in training from country of originPrevious panelist, Dennis Green, outlined a flexible learning, gap training and challenge process called Competency to Credential that we developed for out-of-province challengers (trades qualifiers) and others seeking certification in the Professional Cook Red Seal program which was a joint project of GO2hr and BCcampus FAST BC Project uses similar systemic approach designed and implemented for PC Gap Training and Challenge Project (see Learner Needs slide) but has focus on facilitating skilled trades immigrants into work to help alleviate areas of skilled trades demand



Challenges for new immigrants coming to work in 
Canada in their skilled trade:
 Difficult to gain employment in field or level attained in 

country of origin
 Inconsistent assessment methods
 Lack of gap training; only full program and challenge 

pathways typically
 Not aware of Canadian standards, requirements for 

skilled trades employment, credential
• Arrive with a partially filled out bingo card
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Unfortunately, many skilled immigrants seeking employment opportunities face many challenges:Difficult and time consuming to get their credentials recognized, or secure the necessary certification/licensing andDifficult to gain employment in field or level attained in country of originNot aware of Canadian standards, requirements for skilled trades employment, credentialLack of consistency of assessment methodsLack of gap training; only full program and challenge pathways typically exist For some, the process can take years and many applicants give up, and seek and take jobs that do not utilize their full skillset and experience, which amounts to a lost opportunity for BC employers. 



 How to get Bingo?
 Skilled trades immigrants need to have indicated

• recognition for what they have
• what else they need and why
• a way to address gaps between

the two
 Red Seal, C of A, C of Q all indicate

what is needed for a credential, not 
necessarily for employment



• from challenge to solution

• from traditional course, program, content-
centric approach



Traditional Approach
 For typical on-line learning:

• What is the ‘unit’ of learning?
• How does the ‘unit’ of learning relate to 

what the learner is expected to be able to 
know or do?
o implicit, inferred relationship due to 

program, course or content-centric



Competency Framework Approach
 ‘unit’ of learning is competency, outcome, 

task
• BUT…, with contextual, dependent, progressive 

relationships with granular content
 learning process pre-assesses, validates, 

identifies gaps, provides ILP, post-assesses
• explicit, direct relationship in competency-

centric approach



Assessment of Competence
What is needed and why impacts what is 
assessed
 3 (somewhat siloed) perspectives

• Training institution
• Industry/employers
• Credentialing organization



• Occupational 
Themes

• Proficiency/
Skill Level

• Learning 
Resources 
Library

• Competencies
/Outcomes

Blocks, Lines, 
Tasks, Sub-

tasks

Pre-
assessments, 

Content, Post-
assessments

Training, 
industry and 
credentialing 

needs

Basic, 
Intermediate, 

Advanced
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Competency framework approach relies on:1. A flexible learning approach utilizing: A repository or database of Competencies or outcomes- Individual granular elements of the competency framework (blocks, competencies, line items, outcomes, tasks -  think of as ‘bingo balls’) can be populated in the repository from provincial, IP, NOA, harmonized outlines (e.g., Line A1, C3, G6,…) - dependent, contextual, and progressive- with local, regional, provincial, national aspects represented- and directly referenced and ‘bundled’ for credentialing purposes (Certificate of Completion vs. Certificate of Qualification)- Granular elements are also mapped to ‘credentials’, or occupations, or  levels, or ??- Individual granular elements are ‘bundled’ or assembled into appropriate themes representative of the whole occupation, or relevant subsets of the occupation (ICI Carpenter, Forming Technician, etc)- E.g., Floors, Walls, Vertical Formwork, Interior Finishing for Carpentry- Brakes, Suspensions, Automatic and Manual Transmissions for ASTLearning materials and resources - library of existing common and/or specific resources that are used by training programs- A common or shared set of resources, e.g., Professional CookOccupational Themes representative of training, industry and credentialing needs can be categorized and ‘bundled’ into:- Sub-sets of relevant industry areas- E.g., Wood Frame Construction, Institutional, Commercial, Industrial (ICI) for Carpentry- Recognized certificates or credentials (competency to credential approach)Proficiency level – realistic assessments will involve clients being aware of their proficiency level- Basic, intermediate, advancedIn this approach, individuals can:- Be made aware of competency framework for desired, related trades- Be assessed against framework- Have gaps identified, provided individualized training and post-assessment in preparation for employment or challenge 2. Educational technology environment that supports competency frameworks and library of educational resources 180 degree flip from content-centric, course centric approach of LMS for flexible or online learningCompetency-centric approach allows for relationships between competency and theory/practical content and assessments; both dependent and contextual relationships 3. Individualized learning plan and gap training resources and assessmentsIndividualized custom learning plan and corresponding content and assessments generated for individual learner E.g., individualized, custom epub 



Gap Training
Once assessment of what skilled trades immigrants 
have with respect to Canadian competency 
frameworks is complete
 ‘Gaps’ are identified
 Individual learning plans indicated
 Gap training and post-assessment (upskilling) 

done
 Competency dashboard updated to 

demonstrate progress



 Personalized and adaptive learning can be used for all 
learner types and needs using the same learning 
materials rather than re-developing additional resources 

• Apprentices - assessment prior to or on return to technical 
training levels to identify and address gaps or areas of 
weakness

• Challengers - assessment, gap training (theory and 
practical) to prepare for qualification and/or employment 
in non-regulated trades 

• Harmonization - transition initiatives

Benefits



 Competency assessments are not currently done in 
this manner

 Gap training is not a traditional or widely accepted 
approach to knowledge upskilling 

 New pedagogical and technical approach needs new 
solutions
• Competency based educational technology
• Granular licensing
• Integration with vendor digital CMS

Challenges



FAST BC fastbc.org



ShiftIQ



Special recognition to:

With support from:

Top Rated Skills Development & Learning Management Platform 

http://www.shiftiq.com/
http://www.shiftiq.com/
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